ABSTRACT: Xeroderma pigmentosum complementation group A (XPA) protein plays a critical role in the repair of DNA damage via the nucleotide excision repair (NER) pathway. XPA serves as a scaffold for NER, interacting with several other NER proteins as well as the DNA substrate. The critical importance of XPA is underscored by its association with the most severe clinical phenotypes of the genetic disorder Xeroderma pigmentosum. Many of these disease-associated mutations map to the XPA 98−219 DNA-binding domain (DBD) first reported ∼20 years ago. Although multiple solution NMR structures of XPA 98−219 have been determined, the molecular basis for the interaction of this domain with DNA is only poorly characterized. In this report, we demonstrate using a fluorescence anisotropy DNA-binding assay that the previously reported XPA DBD binds DNA with substantially weaker affinity than the full-length protein.
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In-depth analysis of the XPA sequence suggested that the original DBD construct lacks critical basic charge and helical elements at its C-terminus. Generation and analysis of a series of C-terminal extensions beyond residue 219 yielded a stable, soluble human XPA 98−239 construct that binds to a Y-shaped ssDNA−dsDNA junction and other substrates with the same affinity as the full-length protein. N ucleotide excision repair (NER) is a highly versatile DNA damage repair pathway that is able to remove bulky DNA lesions arising from exposure to sunlight, endogenous metabolites, and various environmental toxins.
1,2 Defects in NER result in the genetic disease xeroderma pigmentosum (XP), a spectrum of disorders characterized by hypersensitivity to sunlight, dramatically increased incidents of skin cancer, and neurological disorders.
3−5 NER in humans involves the coordinated action of ∼30 proteins, including seven that were identified on the basis of their direct association with specific XP disorders (XPA−XPG).
6−8 Among these, the essential XP complementation group A protein (XPA) is associated with the most severe clinical XP phenotypes, leading to neurodegenerative disorders, accelerated aging, and cancer. 3, 5 Despite its key importance to NER, XPA has no known enzymatic function. 9 However, XPA is known to bind to DNA and a number of other NER proteins, suggesting that it serves as a scaffold for the complex multiprotein NER machinery. 8,10−13 Genetic and biochemical studies suggest that DNA binding by XPA is crucial for the proper function of NER. Moreover, a number of XPA mutations associated with severe XP symptoms map to residues in the DNA-binding domain (DBD).
5,9,14,15 Nevertheless, there has yet to be any systematic biophysical and structural characterization of the interactions between XPA and DNA.
The discovery of the human XPA DBD was reported nearly 20 years ago. Biochemical studies revealed a protease-resistant domain within residues 98−219 that was associated with binding of DNA. 16 Additional studies suggested that, relative to ssDNA or dsDNA, XPA binds preferentially to DNA containing ssDNA−dsDNA junctions. 19, 20 This observation was of particular interest because NER requires unwinding of the DNA duplex, which creates ssDNA−dsDNA junctions. Two solution NMR structures of XPA 98−219 were subsequently determined, revealing a globular core spanning residues 98− 198. 17, 21 NMR chemical shift analysis was also used to investigate binding of a 9 nucleotide (nt) ssDNA substrate, which enabled mapping of the interaction to a shallow basic cleft in XPA 98−219 . 18 However, the affinity for this substrate is extremely weak (K d estimated to be several mM), which leads to considerable doubt about whether this model accurately represents how XPA interacts with DNA. Nevertheless, this study has remained the prevailing model to explain how XPA binds to the NER bubble. 22 We therefore set out to structurally characterize the interactions between XPA 98−219 and a highaffinity DNA substrate.
We began by setting up crystallization trials for human XPA 98−219 in complex with a Y-shaped ssDNA−dsDNA junction substrate that contains an 8 basepair duplex extended by two noncomplementary 12 nt ssDNA arms on one end of the duplex ( Figure S1 ). After standard screening of conditions, crystals were obtained that diffracted to 2.2 Å. A concern arose during the course of refining the data when it was realized that, based on the Matthews coefficient, the volume of the unit cell was not sufficient to contain the mass of the protein and the DNA substrate. The molecule in the crystal was assumed to be the protein because the volume of the asymmetric unit at 42% solvent content could accommodate only one molecule of 15 kDa XA 98−219 . Moreover, an absorption peak at 9.67 keV indicated the presence of zinc in the crystal, presumably from the XPA 98−219 zinc motif. Before progressing with further refinement, we decided to determine the affinity of XA 98−219 for the DNA substrate.
To this end, a fluorescence anisotropy (FA) assay was employed to directly compare the DNA-binding activity of fulllength human XPA and XPA 98−219 (Figure 1 ). Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-modified ssDNA, dsDNA, and Y-shaped ssDNA−dsDNA junction substrates ( Figure S1 ) were used for these analyses. Substrates of 20 nucleotides were selected for this analysis, as this corresponds to the approximate length of DNA predicted to be occluded by one molecule of XPA. 20 The results we obtained for full-length XPA were consistent with previous reports; Figure 1A shows that XPA binds a Y-shaped ssDNA−dsDNA junction (0.29 ± 0.09 μM) with higher affinity than dsDNA (1.7 ± 0.6 μM) or ssDNA (1.5 ± 0.2 μM). In stark contrast, XPA 98−219 had substantially weaker DNA binding affinity for all three substrates, so weak that it was not possible to extract a K d value even for the highest affinity Yshaped ssDNA−dsDNA junction ( Figure 1B) . In order to verify that XPA 98−219 was properly folded, a 15 N-enriched sample was prepared, and a 15 N− 1 H HSQC spectrum was acquired. Comparison to the previously reported spectra for this construct 17, 18, 21 confirmed that our sample of XPA 98−219 was properly folded and free of aggregation ( Figure S2 , red spectrum). Taken together, these results demonstrate that XPA 98−219 lacks critical elements necessary to reproduce the full DNA-binding activity of XPA. Thus, the widely accepted view that XPA 98−219 is the DBD must be revised.
The observation that XPA 98−219 does not recapitulate the full activity of XPA led us to perform analyses of the primary sequence to search for indications that other residues might contribute to DNA binding. Having previously showed that the N-terminal domain of human XPA is disordered, 23 we focused on the sequence extending toward the C-terminus. Interestingly, secondary structure predictions indicated that the Cterminus of XPA 98−219 is located in the midst of a long helical element, with a high probability for helical secondary structure extending well beyond F219 ( Figure S3 ). Moreover, there are several lysine and arginine residues in the region C-terminal to F219 that presumably enhance DNA binding affinity through electrostatic interaction with negatively charged DNA. Based on these insights, a series of C-terminally extended constructs were prepared ( Figure S4 ). In all, six different human XPA constructs were cloned into bacterial expression vectors. After screening for soluble expression in E. coli, we assessed the solubility and stability of each construct; on this basis, XPA 98−239 was selected for further analysis.
To determine if the extra C-terminal residues were important for binding DNA, the affinity of XPA 98−239 for the 20 nt Yshaped ssDNA−dsDNA junction, dsDNA, and ssDNA substrates ( Figure S1 ) was measured using the FA assay (Figures 2A and S5) . Notably, these data provided K d values of 0.29 ± 0.08, 1.3 ± 0.2, and 1.5 ± 0.8 μM, respectively, very similar to those for the full-length XPA, including the preference for the Y-shaped ssDNA−dsDNA junction over dsDNA or ssDNA. 19, 20 Figure 2B, black spectrum ). An overlay of the spectra of XPA 98−219 and XPA 98−239 ( Figure S2 ) strongly suggests that they adopt a similar topology and that the new construct contains the globular core spanning residues 98−198. Since many of the peaks overlap, a significant number of the previously reported resonance assignments for XPA 98−219 could be transferred to XPA 98−239 . There are 16 extra cross peaks in the HSQC spectrum of XPA 98−239 , and a limited number of them could be assigned (N. Sugitani, S. E. Soss, and W. J. Chazin, unpublished results). These cross peaks from the Cterminal extension have the same line shape as the other peaks in the spectrum and are narrowly dispersed. Although consistent with the prediction of helical character, the available data are not sufficient to formally assign the structure of the Cterminal extension.
To further characterize the interaction of XPA 98−239 with DNA, we monitored a titration of the Y-shaped ssDNA− dsDNA junction substrate using 2D 15 N− 1 H HSQC NMR. This analysis showed perturbation of a select number of cross peaks in the spectrum that saturate at a ratio of ∼1:1 ( Figure  S6 ), consistent with specific binding of this DNA substrate with low μM affinity. Comparison to the corresponding titration of XPA 98−219 confirms that XPA 98−239 binds the substrate much more strongly; the shorter construct is far from saturation at the 1:1 ratio and in fact does not saturate even at a substrate ratio of 5:1 ( Figure S6 ). These observations support the proposal that the XPA DBD had been incorrectly assigned.
The NMR titration data also enabled us to test the validity of the previous model for the DNA binding site of XPA. In the previous study of a 9 nt ssDNA substrate binding to XPA 98−219 , chemical shift perturbations in fast exchange between the free and bound states were observed for 13 residues, and 3 others were exchange broadened. Cross peaks from a larger number of residues are perturbed in the titration with the much higher affinity 20 nt Y-shaped ssDNA−dsDNA junction substrate. Consistent with the higher affinity for the Y-shaped substrate, both chemical shift perturbations in fast exchange and line broadening of resonances in intermediate exchange were observed. Figure 2D maps the residues exhibiting significant perturbations on the previously determined NMR structure of the globular core (residues 98−198); beyond the residues previously assigned to the DNA binding site in the study of XPA 98−219 with 9 nt ssDNA (blue), the titration with Y-shaped substrate identified many additional perturbed residues (salmon). The latter include several additional residues in and around the basic cleft (residues L191, K204, and R207). One additional critical observation was the perturbation of cross peaks from three residues in the C-terminal extension (A229, W235, and K236, Figure 2C ), which strongly supports our proposal of the need for the C-terminal extension for full DNA binding activity.
Our results show that XPA 98−239 contains the full DNAbinding apparatus of human XPA, thereby redefining the XPA DBD. Mutations of residues between F219 and T239 are associated with severe XP disorders, which implies this region of the protein is critical to the function of XPA.
5,9 The incorrect assignment of XPA 98−219 as the DBD may help explain the lack of substantial progress in elucidating the molecular mechanisms of XPA action in NER over the past 20 years. 22 Moreover, our studies of the more physiologically relevant ssDNA−dsDNA junction substrate clearly demonstrate the previous model for the XPA DNA binding site was incomplete. The new XPA 98−239 DBD provides an excellent target for high-resolution structural and biophysical investigations of the XPA−DNA complex that can better define its role in NER. Additionally, as increased NER activity is often associated with loss of effectiveness of multiple classes of current anticancer treatments, such as radiation therapy and cisplatin, 24, 25 XPA has been identified as a possible target for therapeutic intervention due to its critical role in NER. 26 The availability of structural information greatly enhances the pace of drug discovery. Hence, given the highquality NMR data presented here, XPA 98−239 has potential as a valuable reagent for structural analyses directed to the design and validation of novel small-molecule inhibitors and probes.
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